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the following is the list of bibles available in easyworship 6: the new testament the old testament the
gospels the acts the epistles the revelation the bibles are provided in various languages including
english, spanish, french, portuguese, german, italian, dutch, and norwegian. the bibles are
compatible with your mobile devices such as tablets and phones. more than 150,000 books have
been scanned and added to our library. the bibles are available in various formats. each book is
checked and scanned for accuracy. books are provided in various languages including english,
spanish, french, portuguese, german, italian, dutch, and norwegian. the easyworship team has been
busy developing easyworship 4.0. the new features include: new easyworship xml format that allows
you to export your songbooks and songs in a format that's easily imported into easyworship.
simplified setup process to download easyworship code and use it on your own server. new projects
and app folders in easyworship. improved support for online services like worship boards, websites,
etc. a whole lot of other features and fixes. easyworship is a free, open source songbook and worship
leader's tool. it's an easy to use, collaborative, responsive worship application. it is fully
customizable. you can create and import, manage and organize your songs and worship resources in
one place. it includes a bandleader application to create, practice, and rehearse together.
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downloading a script. some of you may already be familiar with easyworship scripts for the ones that
have been published with your easyworship version. for those who arent, ive written something a bit
different. at the time of this writing (2007), there is one script available for use with easyworship 6

and one is under development. the script is free and can be downloaded from the easyworship
scripts sub-site (https://github.com/evanhayward/easyworshipscripts). it requires two configurable

files that can be downloaded from the github repository above. the first
is/apps/easyworship/scripts.xml (used to set up the location of the script script) and the second file
is/apps/easyworship/scripts_v6.xml (used to configure the script). if you dont know how to get to

github, let me know and i'll help you get there. so what is this eysworship script about? its a work-in-
progress for creating a presentation. it allows you to export various lists (such as verses or

passages), and export them in a consistent xml format. in a larger, multi-locational environment, the
first time a member of the congregation sees the eysworship script, a dialogue with them will occur
which asks them to validate some of the data. once they have, the data needed for the presentation

is available to all who participate.  using easysworship, you can create slides for audio or video
content. add a voice over to text or create an interpretive video. you can drag slides from one file to
another. you can use the media player to preview the slides. once youre ready to create your final
product, you can do so in a variety of ways. for example, select file>presentation and begin using
the provided styles, stylesets, or templates; use one of the other custom styles or stylesets; or add

them as individual slides in the dashboard. 5ec8ef588b
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